NAAVUDI TESTIMONIALS
Type 2 Diabetes Natural Supplement

Don Burns
Wow! What a quality product. This morning my sugar was the best it’s been in
many years. It improved from 170 to 117. I feel great. What a relief to know my
blood sugar levels is improving. Thank you Naavudi!
Nicole Carlson
Since using all natural Naavudi, my morning blood sugar readings have gone
from 140 to 110, I am thrilled. I have more energy and I feel great!
Jimmie Horelica
My blood sugar was extremely high and I tried everything that was available in
the market and nothing worked. My wife went online and came across all natural
Naavudi and we decided to learn more by reading about it’s ingredients and
clinical study. it seemed very interesting so we purchase 3 bottles to really give it
a real try. After using Naavudi for 2 weeks, my blood sugar started to come down
and now my blood sugar is in normal range and suffers from no spikes. Great
supplement!
Travis Mickelson
This product reduced my blood sugar on a recommended dosage of 2 capsules
twice daily. Great product!
George Burns
Naavudi has been helpful for my type 2 diabetes and I only take Naavudi daily
and nothing else, which is great. Thank you.
Greg McCain
Before I started using all natural Naavudi, I could not keep my blood sugar under
control with regular blood sugar medications and needed to find something that
worked for me before things got worse. With Naavudi, I take 2 capsules in the
morning and 2 capsules in the evening and have cut back on prescribed
medications and I am pleased that my high blood sugar in now in the normal
range. I will continue to take Naavudi daily.

Denise Richards
My husband is a type 2 diabetic and we want to get off the prescriptions
medications and take something natural in conjunction with his chemical
medications till we can wean him off those meds. Taking Naavudi has helped him
tremendously and now we are slowly weaning him off his chemical medications.
He’s cut his dosage in half and only takes 3 capsules of Naavudi everyday - so
far so good. Thank you Naavudi!
Nathan Roscoe
My home sugar tests before using Naavudi was typically 125-140 and lab blood
test is usually around 120, which is elevated. After using Naavudi my home test
has dropped to 98 so it really works for me very well.
Chuck Hastings
My Experience With CLE Holistic Health Naavudi
I, Chuck Hastings of Federal Way, Washington State, USA, am eighty years old.
I was diagnosed with Type II Diabetes about seven years ago; probably I was
developing Diabetes well before that diagnosis. I now take a barrage of pills and
capsules every day, and I inject myself with two kinds of insulin shots — shortacting insulin, and long-acting insulin — at bedtime, every night, without fail. I
wait at least an hour after my last meal of the day, so that starchy foods get at
least partly assimilated into my body, before measuring my blood glucose. My
blood-glucose reading is extremely variable. but is in any case high only for a
short time after my dinner meal.
Because I have fairly severe edema (swelling, due to excess lymphatic fluid) in
both of my lower legs, my barrage of medications includes three furosemide (aka
Lasix) diuretic pills every day, to make me pee out even more fluid than what my
Diabetes already compels me to pee. During the day, I have to pee every fortyfive minutes to every two hours. At night I have to get up all too frequently to pee,
every one-and-a-half hours to every three hours. The higher my blood-glucose
reading is, the worse my having-to-pee problem becomes.
I started taking CLE Holistic Health Naavudi several months ago, but ran out of it
unexpectedly and thus stopped taking it ‘cold turkey.’ I quickly found out what
Naavudi had been doing for me; my having-to-pee problem, which had been
substantially mitigated, abruptly got worse again. Apparently the Naavudi had
been acting to considerably reduce my blood-glucose level from what it otherwise
would have been, thus relieving my constant needs to pee. I now have more
Naavudi, and of course I’m taking it faithfully!

